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Abstract. It is difficult to develop precise algorithms for determining fault locations for singlephase and double earth faults due to the features of emergency modes in medium voltage
networks of 6-35 kV. The arbitrary configuration of electrical networks complicates the
development of universal fault locations algorithms and, as a rule, technical solutions are limited
by the need to use one-way measurements of emergency mode parameters. The article
discusses new topology independent fault location algorithms that involve the use of the
superposition method. The application of the proposed algorithms is justified by the results of
simulation modeling and will allow implementation of calculating the distance to the fault in
networks with isolated neutral with high accuracy.

1 Introduction
A long length and a high degree of wear characterize
medium-voltage networks. Localization of damage
requires a lot of time, and therefore accurate and rapid
determination of the location of damage is an actual task.
In electric networks of 6 -35 kV, as a rule, fault
location methods are used, based on one-way
measurement of emergency mode parameters [1-3,8-10].
The topological feature of the electrical network, the
special mode of neutral grounding, as well as the lack of
the possibility of multilateral measurements of
emergency values, impose certain restrictions on the
implementation of fault location algorithms.
Alternative technical solutions of fault location for
single-phase earth faults are associated with the use of
specialized indicators (for example, indicating the
direction of flow of capacitive fault current, active
sensing methods [4], wave fault location [13]), but the
cost of such devices is quite high. The developed fault
location algorithms [16] are based on one-way
measurement of emergency mode parameters, imply the
use of ballast resistance and show high calculation
accuracy, however, they have limitations in the topology
of the power transmission line.
Despite the variety of proposed hardware and
software, the problem of fault location in earth faults
does not have a generally accepted solution [3-12], and
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the proposed algorithms [3,14,15,16] are not applicable
to the difficult structure of the electrical network.
The article explores the use of the superposition
method in order to simplify the calculated ratios and
equivalence of power lines with branches for solving the
problem of fault location in earth faults.

2 Equivalent circuit analysis taking into
the superposition
Traditional fault location algorithms are based on
measurement and further processing of emergency mode
parameters. Emergency components contain components
of purely emergency and pre-emergency (normal)
modes. An urgent task is to divide the emergency mode
into load and purely emergency components.
The main idea of the superposition method is to
equalize the number of branches in the electrical network
before and after damage. It is intended to draw up two
schemes for replacing the electrical network section for
normal and emergency modes. Consider the replacement
scheme for double earth faults on lines that do not
contain branches (Figure 1).
When drawing up the equivalent scheme for the
normal mode, fictitious branch of electromotive force,
value of which is equal to pre-emergency voltage at the
point of damage, is included in place of proposed shortcircuit (Figure 1a). The emergency mode equivalent
scheme, on the contrary, does not contain electromotive
force at the place of the proposed short circuit (figure
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1b). Subtracting according to Kirchhoff's laws from the
equations of the emergency scheme, the equations of the
pre-emergency mode, we obtain a purely emergency
System
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scheme (figure 1c), that contains in an undistorted form
all the necessary information for recognizing damage.
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Fig. 1. Explanation of the application of the superposition method

Let us present the equivalent circuit for a purely
emergency mode in a three-phase version (figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Replacement scheme for a purely emergency mode in three-phase design

U preem _ x  U dam.1_ n  I х _ dam.1. prot _ n  Zl _ x  lx 

Analysis [7] of the scheme shown in Figure 2 in
phase coordinates allows obtaining calculated
expressions for determination of distances to points of
damage.
Pre-emergency voltages at the point of damage
(figure 2) are determined by the expression:

  I х _ dam.2. prot ._ n  I х _ undam. prot _ n   Z m _ x  lx

2

(1)
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where

Z m _ x – resistivity of mutual induction;

resistivity;

In the case of the purely emergency scheme (figure
2), the influence of the load component is reduced. In
case of short circuits at points k1 и k2, the electromotive
force at the point of damage is determined by the
following expression:

l x - the actual distance to point of damage;

U y_z

Zl_x

– line

– the phase voltage of the

corresponding mode;

I x _ y. prot _ z - the current flowing at

E em _ x  U dam.1_ em  I х _ dam.1. prot _ em  Zl _ x  lx 

I x _ y.dam _ z – current

the location of the protection;

  I х _ dam.2. prot .em  I х _ undam. prot _ em   Z m _ x  lx  I х _ dam.1.dam _ em  Rt1

flowing at the point of damage; index «x» indicates the
analyzed line (1–line L1, 2 – line L2); index «y»
indicates the phase (dam.1- the damaged phase of the
analyzed line, dam.2- the damaged phase of the nearby
line, undam–undamaged phase); index «z» corresponds
to the mode (n – normal mode, sk – emergency mode,
em – purely emergency mode).

In accordance with the superposition method, the
electromotive force at the point of damage E em _ x is
equal to the emergency value, therefore, taking into
account the expressions (1) and (2) obtain the following
expression:
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Expression (4) is universal and allows you to
determine the distance not only to the near and far points
of power line damage in double earth faults, but also in
single-phase earth faults, for methods involving the use
of ballast resistance [16].

l1

Q1

3 Results of the modelling
The study of the developed fault location method was
implemented in the Matlab software complex and the
Simulink modeling environment. Damage simulation was
carried out on a model of a section of the electric
network containing power lines with distributed
parameters and assuming a given set of configurations
(figure 3).
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components. Expressing the line length from the relation
(3) and selecting the reactive components, we obtain:

Since the transition resistance is active, its influence
can be excluded by considering only the reactive
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Fig. 3. The considered scheme of the electric network section

km; 𝐿6.1 = 20 km; 𝐿6.2 = 10 km; specific resistance of the
phase: 𝑧𝑙 = 0.083 + 𝑗0.695 Ohm/km; specific resistance
of mutual induction: 𝑧𝑚 = 0.0485 + 𝑗0.3517 Ohm/km;

The considered scheme has the following
parameters: length of lines: 𝐿1 = 20 km, 𝐿2 = 20 km; 𝐿3 =
25 km; 𝐿4.1 = 10 km; 𝐿4.1 = 5 km;𝐿4.2 = 10 km 𝐿5 = 30
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transient resistances Rt in the places of closures are
determined by a random quantity distributed with uniform
law in the range from 0 to 20 Ohms; load power
consumption:
𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 37.2 + 𝑗15.4 MVA,
that
corresponds to resistance 𝑧𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 28.13 + 𝑗11.64 Om.
During the simulation, the following assumptions
were made:
1) the three-phase elements of the system are
assumed to be symmetrical;
2) the transition resistance is purely active;

3) the type of damage and damaged phases are
known.
Processing the simulation results allowed us to obtain
the dependence of the calculated distances on the actual
values (figure 4, figure 5). Comparison of calculation
results (expression (4)) with values calculated by
algorithms [15,16] using emergency mode parameters
was carried out to analyze the advantages of the
proposed algorithm.
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a)

Actual distances to the damage (m)
b) Actual distances to the damage (m)
Fig. 4. Dependence of the calculated distances to the points of damage from the actual ones for
double earth faults on power lines without branches
advantages of using the developed fault location
algorithm on lines with branches.
The calculated values according to the fault location
algorithms, based on the use of emergency mode
parameters [15,16] and the presence of power lines
branches, have a relative error of up to 50% (the cross on
the figure 5). The use of the purely emergency mode in
the fault location procedure allows reducing the
maximum value of the relative error in calculating the
distance to the damage site to 15 % (the circle on the
figure 5). Reducing the size of errors is achieved by
reducing the influence of current distribution on lines
with branches, as well as the load component when
introducing the purely emergency mode.

Figure 4 shows the calculated dependences for double
earth faults on lines without branches, obtained using the
purely emergency scheme (the circle on the diagram), and
the parameters of the emergency mode (the cross on the
diagram). Analysis of the results shows that the use of a
purely emergency mode can significantly reduce the
deviation of the calculated distances from the actual ones.
In comparison with the algorithms using parameters of the
emergency mode [15], the proposed version of fault
location algorithms allows to reduce the maximum value
of relative error from 45% to 16%.
The double earth fault at point k3 (short circuit
before the branch) and at point k4 (short circuit after the
branch) (figure 1) was simulated to justify the
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a)

Actual distances to the damage (m)
b) Actual distances to the damage (m)
Fig. 5. Dependence of the calculated distances to the points of damage from the actual ones for
double earth faults on power lines with branches

Similar results were obtained in the simulation and
application of the developed algorithm of the fault
location (expression (4)) in case of single-phase earth
faults [16].

3

4 Conclusions
1. It is promising to use the superposition method to
form fault location algorithms for single-phase and
double earth faults in distribution electric networks. The
method reduces the influence of current distribution on
power lines with branches as well as the load component
on the accuracy of fault distance calculation.
2. The simulation modeling result of the 35 kV
electric network section showed the significant (more
than threefold) reduction of the error in calculating the
distance to the damage and the corresponding reduction
in the power line bypass zone in case of double and
single-phase earth faults.
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